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1. INTRODUCTION
The transition towards the Information Society – it is the challenge of the new
Millennium. Geographic Information Systems play a special role in forming the new
infrastructure, as 80% of any kind of information can be linked to its location by direct
or indirect positioning.
For a big deal of users the co-ordinate systems are too specific. Indirect positioning, e.g.
linking the information to administrative territorial units suits much more users’
requirements.
Administrative territorial units can be represented by their boundaries; the addition of
attributes widens the circle of interest to them. The registry of boundaries, the data
capture and compilation of the administrative boundary database is generally the task of
the national mapping agencies and partly those of the statisticians, all representing a part
of the National Geographical Data Infrastructure (NSDI). The globalisation and the
increasing number of cross-border co-operations require unified interoperable data for
any region. This awareness led to the creation of SABE (Seamless Administrative
Boundaries of Europe) by the European mapping agencies and then – as a kind of
geographic extension and in the same time a technological innovation – the ABDS for
the CEEC (Administrative Boundary Data Services for Central and Eastern European
Countries) project.
2. ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY DATA AS PART OF E-GOVERNMENT
Provision of reliable up-to date basic data infrastructure is generally the task of the
government. Nowadays this task is even more important, when the transition towards
the Information society takes place. The overwhelming amount of data however require
systematisation which can be for example thematic ones such as databases for different
sciences and disciplines, or for everyday use (e.g. timetables of different means of
transport). Another approach is offered by the Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
where the base for systematisation is the linkage to the location. Co-ordinates fully
define the location, by direct way. However these entities are meaningful only for a
certain circle of the users. For the everyday user and for a number of types of
information the location usually means indirect positioning, e.g. a settlement, a region,
or a whole country; in one word an administrative territorial unit. Naturally, the
administrative territorial units are represented by the co-ordinates of their boundaries,
meanwhile these data may remain hidden for the user.
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The Administrative boundary data – being the base information infrastructure for
different kind of analysis when spatial reference is required – are core part of the NSDI.
The number of potential users is practically indefinite, range from statistics to economic
analysis, from environment to logistics, from business administration to marketing, etc.
A wide spread use of such kind of information can greatly contribute to modernisation
of the whole infrastructure of a country, or a region. The provision and integration of
such data and services seems indispensable for the modern electronic governance. But
what are the key requirements for such a service?
Firstly, the service must be reliable. It means that it must exactly reflect the actual legal
status of the territorial units. Secondly, it must be relatively cheep and accessible for a
wide range of users (with certain products to be served for the public free of charge).
Finally, it must be interoperable in respect of merging the different data sources as well
as user friendly such that the user could specify the product wished to purchase.
Obviously, such criteria can be met only by on-line real-time service accessible via
internet, all based on interoperation between the authorised data providers, on
harmonising the data content, on adequate data and quality assurance, on well organised
automatic data handling and service as well as on adequate data policy.
3. ABDS FOR THE CEEC PROJECT
As preparatory phase of a future service, the ABDS for the CEEC project, supported by
the INCO Programme of the European Commission was launched on 1st December
1998 and was finished on 31 December 2000. “The project aimed at the preparation and
partial implementation of on-line delivery of administrative boundary data collected,
processed and delivered with defined rules for data model and products, using the new
European and ISO standards”. It was intended to support the data collection for the
existing datasets of similar content (e.g. the topographic map based SABE).
The project was co-ordinated by the Institute of Geodesy, Cartography and Remote
Sensing (FÖMI), Hungary and was implemented by a consortium of 19 organisations
from 12 countries, representing the national mapping agencies, statistical offices and
other public and private organisations of the region as given in the following table.
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ContractorContractor
Institute of Geodesy, Cartography and Remote Sensing (FÖMI)
Technical University of Sofia
Research Institute of Geodesy, Topography and Cartography
(VÚGTK)
Statistical Office of Estonia (ESA)
MEGRIN (an organisation of European NMA’s data services)
Hellenic Cartographic and Cadastral Organisation (HEMCO)
National Service of Geodesy and Cartography
Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia
GEOBID
Research Institute for Informatics,
Ministry for Regional Development
Masaryk University, Brno
Plancenter Ltd.
Hungarian Association for Geoinformation (HUNAGI)
Mapping Agency of Hungarian Defence Forces (MH TÉHI)
Central Statistical Office (KSH)
Hungarian Public Utility for Regional Development and Town
Planning (VÁTI)
Prime Minister’s Office
GISIG (a EU-supported international consortium)

Country
Hungary
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
France
Greece
Lithuania
Latvia
Poland
Romania
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Finland
Hungary
Hungary
Hungary
Hungary
Hungary
Italy

The task of the project was elaborated in three main work packages – Inventory,
Generalisation and Memorandum of Understanding – accompanied with the horizontal
activities of standard conformity checking, quality assurance, and legal protection. The
geographically scattered project team was supported by modern on-line facilities of
information technology like document handling system, internet conference, and webbased voting. The work packages were divided into tasks, which were strictly planned
both in content and timescale. The interactive working methodology of collaboration
guaranteed on one hand a creative environment for original ideas and on the other hand
a critical control mechanism and feedback.
4. RESULTS OF THE INVENTORY
The objective of the first work package was to clarify everything about the input of a
future service. For this purpose the consortium compiled a questionnaire where the
following questions were answered in details:
– What are the data sources in different countries?
– What is the administrative hierarchy in the different countries?
– What is the legal background of different administrative territorial units?
– Who are the data owners in different countries
– What kind of data are available in different countries
– What are the formats of delivery AB data and their attributes?
The research showed us, that the possible source for the ABDS varies from country to
country. In some countries data are registered and maintained in the cadastral offices,
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while in certain countries such precise registers do not exist at all, administrative
boundaries are presented on topographic or other maps.
The kind of source of AB data greatly defines the accuracy and influences directly on
the largest possible resolution of the service. Therefore, each country can join the
service depending on the quality of their available data. Consequently, as a result of the
inventory we defined the so-called consolidation levels which can serve as data of basic
resolution to be used for different products of the common ABD service:
– 2 m resolution – traditionally 1:10,000 scale – for those countries where data are
available in large scale,
– 10 m resolution – traditional 1:50,000 scale – for the other countries.
The hierarchy of administrative units varies from country to country. However the
international character of the future service requires some possibility for comparable
handling. The NUTS (Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics) system of
EUROSTAT created for similar purpose is quite suitable. In the following table we give
the summary on the administrative hierarchy of the participating countries of the project
as compared to the NUTS:
Partner

NUTS 11

NUTS 2

Bulgaria (BG)

geographic
regions

Region

Czech (CZ)
Estonia (E)
Finland (SF)
Greece (GR)
Hungary (H)
Latvia (LA)
Lithuania (LI)
Poland (PL)
Romania (RO)

Group
regions

NUTS
3
county
of region

province
Region
group of Development
regions
region
Statistical
region
Province

NUTS 4

NUTS 5
municipality2

district

municipality

region
county
county

county
municipality

municipality

county

small region

municipality

county
county

districts
municipality

municipality

Province
Development county
region

municipality

municipality
municipality

5. THE RESULTS OF GENERALISATION
The objective of this work package was to elaborate generalisation rules for the ABDS
using a model oriented approach, formulating the requirements, coming to agreement on
scales/resolutions and elaborating recommendations on the base dataset derivation. All
with the aim to give the answer to the question on how we can convert our data into a
product.
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NUTS 0 level is assigned to the country in case of every participants.
The terminology has not been harmonised with the Eurostat. In certain countries NUTS 5 level units
rather are called as “settlements”.
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Since the objective of the ABDS for the CEEC project is to deliver digital datasets of
the administrative boundaries and not to produce maps, a model generalisation approach
has been decided to be used rather than a cartographic one. That means in fact a
simplification procedure using well elaborated and accurately tested algorithm(s).
In the model generalisation process a geometry driven approach is applied. The
elements of the consolidation level database then derived from the elementary datasets
of administrative boundary data and then delivered by the specialists of the respective
country itself. The commonly used method of production guarantees the unified quality
all over the area of participating countries. This method is to
– guarantee the integrity, topological consistency at all resolution,
– produce predictable and repeatable results,
– reduce at maximum the data volume for the chosen resolutions,
– minimise the deviation of the boundary lines from the original position,
– allow on-line delivery of the tailored dataset,
– allow parameterisation of the main rules by the users (scroll menu with visualisation of
the effects of the chosen parameter),
– allow the calculation of the deviation from the area of the ATU.
The steps of the model generalisation and their results are given in the table below:
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Procedure
Segmentation

Step
Formal checking of the dataset
Visual checking of the geometry
Graphical checking by software
and interactively
Hierarchical segmentation by
software and interactively
Hierarchical
and
thematic
segmentation of state boundary
points by bilateral agreement
using software tools
Thematic segmentation – optional,
to be supported by software tools
Generalisation Lengthening straight lines (two
simplification adjacent vertexes is smaller than
1/3 of the band with used for the
simplification for the given
resolution must be eliminated)
Filtering
of
characteristic
rectangular break of lines

Product
tailoring

Result
List of errors and corrections
Corrections
List of errors, list of first order
segmentation points
Definition of the triple boundary
points and their attributes
List of state boundary points with
attributes

List of segmentation points with
thematic significance
Longer straight lines

These points marked as additional
segmentation
points
or
safeguarding geometry
Simplification (Douglas-Peucker Simplified set of the set of cowith Duda-Hart modification or ordinates
other optional algorithms e.g.
Whirpool)
Interactive visual checking for Manual elimination of the
self-intersection
or
other irregularity, or definition of
topological irregularity
additional segmentation point(s) at
this place, then repeating the
simplification
Definition of the generalisation Seamless simplification of the
constant for seamless resolution dataset
generalisation
Addition of attributes to the Data about area, population, etc.
dataset
Data conversion into pre-defined User-friendly products
GIS formats (including XML, .txt)
Addition of metadata
Complete information to the user
about the product

The experience of the project partners (FÖMI with Hungarian Administrative Database
(MKH) and MEGRIN with SABE data base) showed that majority of customers liked
to purchase standard products rather then to order something more specific. Therefore
creation of a standard product line seems to be reasonable, which can greatly accelerate
the on-line service. These products might be generated beforehand so the customer
could download it immediately. The project consortium agreed on the following content
of the standard product line:
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Resolution
(m)
0,1
1-2
10
50
100
200
500
1.000

Scale
1:1.000:
1:10.000
1:50.000
1:250.000
1:500.000
1:1.000.000
1:2.500.000
1:5.000.000

Corridor of simplification (m)

Precision (m)

0,2
4
20
100
200
400
1.000
2.000

0,1
1
10
10
100
100
100
1.000

It was also agreed, that for better satisfaction of customers the delivery of other types of
product also would be possible. In such case the customer might specify its request online, while the product will be delivered in several days later depending on the
complexity of the request. Such individual product might be prepared in any case and
using any simplification method, and also attaching any available attributes. The
customer will be informed about his/her possibilities, and also will be given a short
demonstration of the results of the different possibilities, all on the international portal.
6. THE ABDS DATA AND SERVICE MODEL
The results of the country inventories and the generalisation gave input to the data
model of the service, which was elaborated in several iterations, through clarifying the
data content, considering the output of the future service and investigating the technical
possibilities for practical implementation. The data content, data model, service model
and metadata descriptions has been elaborated conforming with the existing GI
standards.
To provide a common service of geographic information the data must be managed
seamlessly in space and time as well as standardised by their content, structure and
format. Requirements to the service portal and the data flow must be precisely
formulated and correspond to the principles quoted bellow:
–

–

–
–

–
–

The objects of the service and databases are the ATU-s (Administrative Territorial Units)
of different level the properties of which are given by the attributes. The attributes and
their values are related to the objects and to each other in a relational description. This
idea expresses the object oriented database model.
The main groups of the attributes are the followings: spatial identification, the thematic
properties of ATU-s, the attributes of the co-ordinates delimiting the ATU-s and the data
quality parameters.
Based on international GI standardisation the spatial schema follows the geometrical
description and topological description.
The ATU-s geometrically are expressed with surfaces, bordered by boundaries,
consisting of boundary lines, the last being described by points. The points are given by
their plain co-ordinates and optionally by their height.
The topological description of ATU-s is done with faces, edges and nodes.
In case of data quality the data origin, accuracy certification and actuality are involved
into the database as attributes. There are additional information in the metadata.
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–
–

–

–

The thematic properties of ATU-s are the results of agreement between the countries.
The thematic properties are the dominant attribute elements in databases.
Starting points of the data to be supplied are the primary data sources. Here the clear
knowledge on data quality is the purpose rather than only the accuracy or data collection
simplicity.
The data management and data service is based on the concept of distributed databases
of the countries, at so called National Portals, established and managed by the National
Focal Points. The International Portal is assuring the unique search facilities and all kind
of harmonised Value Added Services based on the connected country data set. The
international portal is a core element of the national portal, optionally in bi- or
multilingual realisation. It is based on computer networking: with merged, free of charge
accessible search database – the targeted scale in a harmonised way is the 1:2.500 000
with metadata and LAN/Internet.
The future ABD supplier consortium is expected to be interfaced to the user community
with a web-site at the National portal of each country being linked to each other by
Internet and being connected to their own product database by LAN through fire-wall.

The service model foresees the following products: gazetteer, free of charge products,
standard (catalogued) products, customised products and value added services, as well
as providing the data in national projection systems, in 2D geographical coordinates of
ETRS’89 (GRS80 ellipsoid) and in data formats of dominant GI softwares.
In practical terms it means a separate data collection in every country in accordance to
the strategic principles, the technical specifications and other adequate local running
project in the country. The collected data will form the elementary database of the
country, which must be transformed then according to the specifications elaborated in
the generalisation work package of the ABDS project. The consolidation level database
is forwarded to the international focal port (international ABD portal) in order to be
merged with data of the other partner countries. The change management procedure is
very similar to the initial data collection, with the difference that only change files are to
be supplied to the international portal (change management procedure).
7. ON-LINE SERVICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES
The master databases are stored on the server of the national portal in each country.
Depending on the technological possibilities the database system can be fully, or
partially distributed. The national portals will communicate with the international
portal, which is intended to consist of two units, the data server and the client server.
The client server will provide the facilities or browsing, querying and ordering the
standards products, and also will contain a module for individual ordering, according to
the specifications of the user.
The theoretical achievements if the project were tested in frame of the pilot service
based on Hungarian data. In Hungary the source of AB basic data is the national
cadastre of the Hungarian National Agency on Lands and Mapping. Data of more than
3200 settlements are stored and maintained in the nation wide network of 116 Land
Offices. Therefore the initial step for the pilot service was to collect these data from the
cadastral registers. The existing intranet, called TAKARNET between the Land Offices
and the FÖMI made possible the easy information transfer to FÖMI which is the
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National Focal Point with national and provisionally international portal. The Hungarian
ABD master database then was compiled according to the specification fixed by the
project consortium. We developed as well an uploading module for ensuring the
communication between the data and client server.
In order to fulfil requirements of interoperability, for map browsing we tested an XML/VML
based software Axiomap 1.2 which is commercially available and very cheap. Besides of the
map based browsing the Axiomap offers possibilities for different queries based on the
attached attributes.
We included data about the area of the territorial units, the population, housing, etc. taken
from the Hungarian Central Statistical Office. We provided a gazetteer type searching unit
too. For the better orientation of the client metadata descriptions were included as well. A
prototype of the pilot ABD services elaborated on the Hungarian example has been
presented successfully at the project closing review meeting in Prague, January 18-19, 2001.
8. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
The project was finalised by the signature of the Memorandum of Understanding at the
Prague closing review meeting. It describes the technical, organisational, and some
other aspects of the future service. It regulates the relationship between the SABE and
the future ABDS. The ABDS will be not a competitive product to the SABE, but rather
a complementary one, as regarded the geographical scope, the technological innovation
and the resolution of the data to be supplied. On one hand the experience of SABE in
managing of such kind of databases, on the other hand the geographical and resolutional
extension and the technological innovations of the ABDS open together a good base for
joint thinking and actions at European level, too.
9. CONCLUSION
The “Administrative Boundary Data Services for the CEEC project implemented a work
in harmony of general trends of Geographic Information Infrastructure and the
Information Society. Its main objective, to define framework for implementation of a
new ABD service in the region was achieved.
The innovative approach - on comparing with other existing services of the same
character – was expressed in the following fields:
– Using administrative boundary data with legal background rather than the topographical
ones of secondary data source
– Scientific selection of the generalisation/simplification methods
– Providing a full range of scales (resolutions) starting with 1:10.000 large scale AB data
– Presenting the possibility of unique position determination of the points on the border
between the states in a Hungarian-Romanian pilot action
– Full range of products of the service, including the product tailoring according to the
demands of the users
– Steps towards an on-line real time service.
Besides of the innovation described in details in this report the project has some more
positive results:
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–
–
–

Formation of a competent network of specialists able and willing to work together
Impact on the development of the GI infrastructure of the participating countries
Impact on the development on the European GI infrastructure (possible further
contribution with SABE and/or other projects)

The positive experiences of the pilot project have proven, that we took a promising step
towards the implementation of a modern international on-line service of the base data
infrastructure. Our results were highly appreciated by the European Commission. The
public report of the results of the project “ABDS for the CEEC”, including the names of
representatives of participating countries and organisations, can be visited web site.
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